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Current Research Activities
During this period the Alexander Research Centre is focussing on two subjects.
Firstly, the study with title “The relation of youth with Social Media and Networking Systems.” It
involves quantity research with a sample of over 1000 students and pupils, which took place after relevant
permissions were granted on behalf of five Higher Education Institutions and six Lyceums. Its target was
to study the relation and possible effects of Social Media to the young people in Cyprus. On this day, it
has not yet been in depth recorded in Cyprus, what is the possible influence of the outcomes that Social
Media have on life, to the welfare and wellbeing of the young generation. Our research uses models of
BSNAS and GPIUS 2 to detect any problematic behaviour stemming from the use of Social Media and
Network. The ambition of our research is to contribute through the findings to developing prevention
policies; incorporate new results and transform them to points of reference for future action. The research
is supported and funded by the Cyprus National Addictions Authority, the Cyprus Youth Board and
Hellenic Bank.
Secondly, it is studied how Virtual Sports are emerging in Europe, possible adjustments to Cyprus
legislation, their economic contribution and protection from possible harm on socially vulnerable groups.
This is an innovative study which involves qualitative and quantitative methods in search for new
knowledge in a less well-known field that has been developed through the technological advancement of
the converging areas of sports, gambling and the spread of personal technologies. This research is also
externally funded.
During this period memorandums of stable cooperation have been assumed with some important
Organisations among them being the Cyprus Youth Board, the Cyprus National Addictions Authority
while a new memorandum of cooperation is being prepared with the House of Representatives, Graphic
Art Organisations and other trustworthy partners that demonstrate in this manner their willingness for a
structured partnership with Alexander College and its Research Centre. In addition, through these
partnerships students have gain more in practical training.
The jewel of our research policy is the Alexander Students’ Research Committee. After a series of
seminars on methodology in research, students participated in the field and thus contributed to the
research with subject “The relation of the youth with Social Media and Networking Systems.”
Additionally, part of the Students Committee developed skills in using advanced analysis tools such as
SPSS, hence enriching its knowledge and professional profile.
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